Ultra Bond
STAR-LEG FLEXOR
NEW REVOLUTIONARY WINDSHIELD REPAIR TOOL

A new revolutionary windshield repair tool changes the way windshield repair has filled
the legs of stars and other stone breaks for over thirty years. An unfilled or incompletely
filled leg (crack) of a stone break is the #1 windshield repair error and the #1 cause of a
windshield repair failure. Filling those stubborn legs is the most frustrating and dreaded
task of a windshield repair. Many technicians will try anything to prevent having to
manually flex legs such as increasing the pressure on the resin which will often end up
flowering and ruining the appearance of the repair or using very low viscosity resin. The
necessary task of completely filling every leg has now been made easy with the new
stainless steel Star-Leg Flexor (patent pending). After using it once you will never want
to do a windshield repair without it. The manual, time consuming and painful flexing of
star-legs with a hand held probe is now obsolete.

The New Star-Leg Flexor:
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Flexes open the legs of stars
easily;
Holds the pressure till it fills;
Completely fills legs to the
tip in seconds;
Eliminates having to drill
legs;
Saves $ drill bits;
Cuts repair time in half;
Repairs stars the diameter of
a tennis ball;
Connects legs to the breaks
bullseye;
Allows higher viscosity resin
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to be used;
Prevents flowering and;
Can be easily moved around
the break.

Ultra Bond for the last 20 years has lead the industry in new windshield repair
technology and chemistry by expanding and perfecting the capabilities of windshield
repair far beyond where it was twenty years ago. Ultra Bond owns more windshield
repair patents than anyone in the world. Whether you just repair stone breaks or want to
expand your capabilities to meet the financial needs of consumers and be truly GREEN
take a look at Ultra Bond technology and see just how easy you can perfect and expand
you repair repertoire. As they say in Grand Junction Colorado, “If Ultra Bond can’t fix it,
it can’t be fixed”. See www.ultrabond.com or call 800 398-2663

